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Gilbert Stuart Birthplace and Museum, Saunderstown, RI The Gilbert Stuart Birthplace and Museum is situated on 23 acres
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working gristmill, gardens, woodland trails, and art exhibitions of period works. It was the birthplace of renowned artist Gilbert Stuart,
who is perhaps best known for his unfinished portrait of George Washington, which appears on the U.S. one-dollar bill.

Hey, Little Girl
Each year, Roger Williams University School of
Law presents an event entitled “Women in Robes,”
whereat law school students meet and network
with members of the Rhode Island Judiciary and
celebrate the role of women in the legal community. In the spring of this year, Superior Court
Associate Justice Netti Vogel and Michael J.
Yelnosky, Dean and Professor of Law at Roger
Williams University School of Law, planted the
seed for a collaboration between the Law School
and the Bar Association to honor the earliest
Carolyn R. Barone, Esq.
women who were admitted to the Rhode Island
President
Bar, and those who followed their path, so their
Rhode Island Bar Association
experiences as trailblazers would be memorialized and shared with others. The Bar Association
jumped on this invitation.
All this inspiration results in the
Only days ago, I came upon the Bar Association presenting a series of
interviews of RI women lawyers enresults of the American Bar
titled
“Rhode Island Women Lawyers:
Association’s recent survey on
Past, Present and Future.” The first
the status of women in the law. interview is presented in this issue and
As I read the results, my initial begins with the professional experiresistance to having this mes- ences of Justice Vogel. The Bar Journal
sage focus on issues that may editors hope to publish an interview
in every other issue going forward.
not appeal to all members of
Thanks to Justice Vogel and Dean
the Bar collapsed like a circus Yelnosky for shining a spotlight on a
host of path finders and pioneers of
tent after the final act.
the Rhode Island legal landscape.
I have a confession to make. Initially, I was
not a cheerleader for this project. How will these
interviews resonate among the male members of
the bar, regardless of their age and length of years
of practice? By calling attention to this project, am
I defeating my goal of reaching out to all members
of the bar and not just a select group or an elite
few? Am I going to turn off the majority of male
lawyers reading this message because its focus is
on women trailblazers and pioneers? Understand,
not wanting to “turn off” my male colleagues
results from spending my formative years in
the 1950s. Men were the doctors. Men were the
lawyers. Women were housewives. Women were
mothers. When I was a freshman in high school,
the number one song on the charts was “Wives
and Lovers,” and I loved this song. (Heck, I can
still sing it, by heart, today. Never do, however.)

Hey! Little girl
Comb your hair, fix your makeup
Soon he will open the door
Don’t think because there’s a ring
on your finger
You needn’t try anymore …
Day after day
There are girls at the office
And men will always be men …. 1
Three years later, I read the Feminine Mystique,2
and a year after that, I symbolically burned my
bra. That was more than fifty years ago and I never
looked back. My gender made me a minority
among men majoring in business administration
in my undergraduate years. I survived. I continued
to be a minority in face of the majority of my
male classmates throughout law school. I survived
that, too. The number of women graduating from
law schools in the 1980s was ever-increasing. With
every passing year of law practice, I had more
and more women colleagues with whom to form
professional relationships. It’s good. It’s all good,
right? WRONG!
What is happening at this very moment is quite
depressing for women in the legal profession.
Only days ago, I came upon the results of the
American Bar Association’s recent survey on the
status of women in the law. As I read the results,
my initial resistance to having this message focus
on issues that may not appeal to all members of
the Bar collapsed like a circus tent after the final
act. To every attorney who is reading this message,
especially those whose daughters or grand-daughters or sisters are attorneys or who aspire to go to
be attorneys, don’t leave this page.
On September 6, 2018, the ABA announced its
findings of a survey on gender and racial bias in
the legal profession. With respect to gender (white
women and women of color) and race (both
men and women of color), bias was described as
“endemic.”3 A number of findings from this survey
were reported on the Forbes website, on October
1, 2018, under the headline, “Female Lawyers
Face Widespread Gender Bias According to New
Study.” The following are a handful of highlights
from the survey:
Rhode Island Bar Journal November/December 2018
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“Female Lawyers More Likely To Be
Interrupted...”
“Female Lawyers Paid Less Than Equally
Qualified Colleagues...”
“Female Lawyers Penalized For Motherhood...”
“Female Lawyers Mistaken For Janitors,
Administrators Or Court Personnel...”
“Female Lawyers Penalized For Assertive
Behavior Required By The Job...”
“Female Lawyers Relegated To Do Office
Housework....” 4
These findings become more disturbing
when we compare them to women in the workforce during the 1960s. During that decade,
women entered the paid workforce in numbers
higher than ever before. At the same time, what
they experienced were “...huge gender disparities in pay and advancement and sexual harassment...” in their workplace.5
Sound familiar? Is this the landscape on
which we envision our daughters, sisters, nay,
all women lawyers to practice? To law partners and senior associates, how would your
firm rate if your female attorneys were asked
the same questions as the recent ABA survey
posed?
I invite your attention to the May/June 2018
edition of the RI Bar Journal. That edition
published a chronological list of known women
attorneys to have been admitted to practice
law in the state of Rhode Island, beginning
with Ada Sawyer in 1920, and ending with the
names of 36 women being admitted to practice
in 1979. For the first forty years following Attorney Sawyer’s admission to practice, women
becoming lawyers were few and far between.
The year of 1965 appears to be the “wake up”
year for women in the law. That year ushered
in an unbroken cycle that continues to this day.
From 1965 going forward and continuing to
the present time, women have been admitted to
the Rhode Island Bar every year. Although the
middle to late 1970s saw yearly up-ticks in the
number of female attorneys, it was not until the
middle to late 1970s that ranks of women lawyers swelled in comparison to all prior decades.
The key words in the last sentence are, “in
comparison.” Presently, women comprise only
35 percent of the total number of attorneys
authorized to practice law in Rhode Island.6
Out of curiosity, I “googled” a few names
from the earliest of years set forth on the
chronological list of RI women lawyers. I had
two “hits.” Attorney Helen I. Benning (admitted
1922) was Rhode Island’s representative to the
National Association of Women Lawyers, head4
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quartered in Georgia. According to Lawyers.
com, Norma M. Trifari (admitted in 1942) has
been licensed to practice law for over 78 years.
Attorney Trifari has no client or peer reviews.
A listing of Rhode Island Bar Association presidents begins with the year of 1981. Eighty-three
years after the first president, Francis Cowell,
served, the first woman president, Beverly Glen
Long, served during the 1981-1982 term. Over
the last thirty-seven years, only 8 women have
served as president.
For the attorneys who have graciously
agreed to be a part of this collection of interviews, I look forward to reading your stories.
Some may include remembrances of the people
who pushed you and guided you while fulfilling your dream. Some stories may tell us how
you overcame the negativity of those who
voiced strong opposition to your choice of
becoming an attorney. I know that all of the
interviews to be presented during the coming
year will resonate with all women lawyers. I
hope that my colleagues who are fathers and
brothers will share these interviews with their
daughters and sisters, regardless of whatever
paths they may choose to follow. For the trailblazers and pioneers who have passed on, I am
forever grateful for the guts and grit it took for
you to clear a path for me.

ENDNOTES

Music by Burt Bacharach, lyrics by Hal David.
Published, 1963.
2 A book authored by Betty Friedan, published, 1963,
W.W. Norton.
3 See https://www.anericanbar.org/news/abanews/
aba-news-archives/2018/09new-study-finds-gender-andracial-bias-endemic-in-legal-profession//.
4 See https://www.forbes.com/sites/kimelsesser/2018/
10/01;female-lawyers-face-wudespread-gender-biasaccording-to-new-study/#93ac18e4b55e.
5 The 1960s: A Decade of Change for Women | Civic |
US News https://www.usnews.com/news/articles/.../
the-1960s-a-decade-of-change-for-women.
6 This percentage is on par with the national rate of
35%, based on statistics from the ABA Commission on
Women, “A Current Glance at Women in the Law 2018
(updated March 2018). ◊
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Editorial Statement
The Rhode Island Bar Journal is the Rhode Island
Bar Association’s official magazine for Rhode Island
attorneys, judges and others interested in Rhode
Island law. The Bar Journal is a paid, subscription
magazine published bi-monthly, six times annually
and sent to, among others, all practicing attorneys
and sitting judges, in Rhode Island. This constitutes
an audience of over 6,000 individuals. Covering
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programs and meetings, the Rhode Island Bar Journal
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kept for future reference. The Bar Journal publishes
scholarly discourses, commentary on the law and Bar
activities, and articles on the administration of justice.
While the Journal is a serious magazine, our articles
are not dull or somber. We strive to publish a topical,
thought-provoking magazine that addresses issues of
interest to significant segments of the Bar. We aim to
publish a magazine that is read, quoted and retained.
The Bar Journal encourages the free expression of
ideas by Rhode Island Bar members. The Bar Journal
assumes no responsibility for opinions, statements and
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opinions expressed in editorials are not the official
view of the Rhode Island Bar Association. Letters to
the Editors are welcome.
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Rhode Island Bar Association. The Bar Journal does
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who are not members of the Rhode Island Bar
Association. Articles previously appearing in other
publications are not accepted.
>	All submitted articles are subject to the Journal ’s
editors’ approval, and they reserve the right to edit
or reject any articles and article titles submitted for
publication.
>	Selection for publication is based on the article’s
relevance to our readers, determined by content and
timeliness. Articles appealing to the widest range
of interests are particularly appreciated. However,
commentaries dealing with more specific areas of
law are given equally serious consideration.
>	Preferred format includes: a clearly presented statement of purpose and/or thesis in the introduction;
supporting evidence or arguments in the body; and
a summary conclusion.
> Citations conform to the Uniform System of Citation
>	Maximum article size is approximately 3,500 words.
However, shorter articles are preferred.
>	While authors may be asked to edit articles themselves, the editors reserve the right to edit pieces for
legal size, presentation and grammar.
>	Articles are accepted for review on a rolling basis.
Meeting the criteria noted above does not guarantee
publication. Articles are selected and published at
the discretion of the editors.
>	Submissions are preferred in a Microsoft Word
format emailed as an attachment or on disc. Hard
copy is acceptable, but not recommended.
>	Authors are asked to include an identification
of their current legal position and a photograph,
(headshot) preferably in a jpg file of, at least,
350 d.p.i., with their article submission.
Direct inquiries and send articles and author’s
photographs for publication consideration to:
Rhode Island Bar Journal Editor Kathleen Bridge
email: kbridge@ribar.com
telephone: 401-421-5740
Material published in the Rhode Island Bar Journal
remains the property of the Journal, and the author
consents to the rights of the Rhode Island Bar Journal
to copyright the work.

Revenge Porn
Introduction
Technology has brought us many benefits in
our everyday lives. However, the dark side of this
same technology is the ability to widely transmit
and disseminate harmful and detrimental information on the internet in the blink of an eye, often
times anonymously and without recrimination.
Such harmful acts include “revenge porn” which
is subject to a number of descriptions and legal
definitions (for the record we are not enamored
with the accepted and recognized term “revenge
Thomas Lonardo, Esq.
porn”). A nationwide study of Nonconsensual
Associate Professor of Justice
Porn Victimization and Perpetration of 3,044 parStudies and Business
ticipants from Facebook users was undertaken by
Roger Williams University
the Cyber Civil Rights Initiative for the period of
November 2016 through March 2017. When asked
“Has anyone ever shared a sexually-explicit image
or video of you without your consent?”– 8 percent
answered in the affirmative. In an earlier study
by the Cyber Civil Rights Initiative from 2015, 23
percent of 1,606 respondents between the ages of
18-30 indicated they were victims of revenge porn.
The newly enacted Rhode Island statute
“Unauthorized Dissemination of Indecent Material” (effective 6/4/18), includes dissemination
of sexually explicit images “by any means.” Due
to the widespread use of the internet in revenge
porn cases, for the purposes of this article, we will
Tricia P. Martland, Esq.
address revenge porn as compromising photos
Professor of Legal Studies
obtained by individuals who utilize the web to
Roger Williams University
transmit compromising images. Nationwide, many
states attempt to hold offenders of these
The Digital Millennial Copyacts accountable by the passage of a
right Act requires, among
revenge pornography law. In addition,
other provisions, that partic most states also have laws against cyberharassment and cyberbullying that may
ular websites remove any
also be useful. As noted above, Rhode
unauthorized use of copyIsland recently passed its version of a
righted material provided that revenge pornography law titled
the owner sends a signed
“Unauthorized Dissemination of Indecent Material,” under R.I. Gen. Laws §
(electronic or physical sig11-64-3. The law criminalizes dissemina
nature) notice with a link
tion of sexually explicit photos of people
to the unauthorized posting
without their permission. The law con
along with a statement that
tains language that requires proof of the
perpetrator’s intent and victim identifica
the photos were published
tion if over age 18. While the first act
without authorization.
of dissemination is a misdemeanor, a

second offense is punishable as a felony. Also
worth noting in section (e) the act of threatening
to disclose to gain a “benefit” for non-disclosure
and (f) demanding money, property, services or
something else in return for removal of the
unauthorized disclosed images are felonies. It is
not clear what will constitute a “benefit” under
section (e). At the time of this writing, authors
are not aware of any police department charging
under this statute. That said, in the case of Alex,
this statute would be an important tool of law
enforcement to hold Danny accountable if the
required elements of intent, knowledge and the
act of dissemination are established.
Not all revenge porn profiles deal with intimate
relationships but may also be part of a third party
hacking or other such unauthorized appropriation
of the images of the victim. One such notorious
case was that of People v. Bollaert. Here the defendant owned and hosted a website “Ugotposted.”
The site was a web sharing site where he would
approve postings, usually of sexually explicit images and usually from “former significant others
or friends,” along with names, locations, Facebook
links, etc. This can be characterized as a revenge
porn hosting site. He also had a second website,
ChangeMyReputation.com where he would offer
to have the photos removed from Ugotposted for
a fee. The defendant was convicted of extortion
and identity theft.
The genesis of this article came about as a
result of being approached by a former female
student who was a victim of revenge porn that
occurred some two years ago. In assessing legal
and technological protocol options, we conferred
with colleagues in the Cyber Security and Digital
Forensics programs at Roger Williams University that included co-author of this article, Tom
Lonardo, as well as Dr. Doug White. Dr. White is
a preeminent expert and consultant in digital forensics and computer security. There are a number
of legal, practical and emotional considerations in
addressing these highly emotionally charged and
embarrassing transgressions against a potential
client. This article will attempt to walk through
those steps and strategies in representing clients
who have been the victim of revenge porn.
Hypothetical: A potential client, Alex, has just
Rhode Island Bar Journal November/December 2018
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told you that a two-year romantic relationship with her “ex,”
Danny, ended six weeks earlier at the end of June, and it ended
badly. The relationship started in her sophomore year of college. About 12 months into their relationship, certain nude and
semi-nude photos were shared with Danny via emails and text
messages. These photos were “selfies” (taken by herself with
her smartphone). Alex said they were madly in love and talked
about marriage. Over time, however, Danny became possessive
and verbally abusive. When the relationship ended Danny was
infuriated. About three weeks after the breakup, she received an
email from a close college friend indicating there were nude and
semi-nude photos of Alex on certain websites. In fact, her friend
received an email with those photos as attachments with a number of recipients listed on the email. The email was forwarded
to Alex by her friend. To her horror, those were the photos she
electronically sent to Danny. Alex is devastated, afraid, embarrassed and confused. She would like to know what she can do
under these circumstances.

Initial Consultation

William J. Piccerelli, CPA, CVA
John M. Mathias, CPA, CVA
Kevin Papa, CPA, CVA
144 Westminster Street
Providence, RI 02903
401-831-0200  pgco.com

This can be the most challenging undertaking. Although the
victim has had the courage to meet with you to discuss the matter, it becomes an entirely different dynamic when you explain
to the victim the practical and legal steps and options available
to him/her. He/she may decide to not pursue the matter due to
embarrassment in disclosing the situation and, of course, disclosing the compromising photos to total strangers or to her family.
The victim may decide not to pursue legal remedies against the
ex or other third parties, such as a lawsuit or criminal action,
but instead look to technical measures to effect “damage control.” In any event, this must be entirely the victim’s decision.
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Under the circumstances, Alex’s safety may be compromised
by Danny or others who have accessed the websites. This is
of particular importance if the photos on the websites contain
personal identifiers that can be linked to Alex.
• Alex should be advised to contact the appropriate law enforcement agency and in particular the computer crimes unit.
Officers in these units usually have a particular level of expertise in addressing computer related issues. If possible, Alex
should request a female officer in the crime unit or if there
is not a female officer in the unit ask for one to be present.
Of course, you can accompany Alex to the law enforcement
agency as well to give moral support and to ensure proper
attention to the matter.
• Alex should be advised to take protective measures similar
to those where domestic abuse or stalking is alleged (i.e.
using varying routes to and from school/work, stay with
groups as much as possible, travel in well-lighted areas, have
911 on auto dial, change locks, etc.).
• A restraining order may be appropriate if Alex believes her
ex poses a physical threat.

Emotional Support
• I nquire whether the victim has communicated the situation
to her parents, trusted friends or relatives. This may provide
insight into the level of support the victim can expect when
and if the process proceeds and escalates into a public forum.
• Ask if she has sought professional counseling.

Preservation of Evidence
Authentication of digital evidence is a matter that can present certain challenges. The newly enacted law, R.I. Gen. Laws §
11-64-3, requires showing that the perpetrator intentionally, and
without authorization, disseminated a sexually explicit visual
image of another person among other requirements. The challenge is to prove that the defendant was the one who actually
posted such images. For example, an email may be tied to a particular IP address but not necessarily identify the actual sender,
and once posted, it may be difficult to trace the travel of such
posting, if possible at all. This is especially problematic where
there are free anonymous routing network services such as Tor.
RI Rules of Evidence 901, which deals with authentication of
documents such as emails and web postings, requires a low
threshold. The proponent of the evidence merely needs to show
“it is ‘reasonably probable’ that the evidence is what its offeror
[pro]claims it to be” …and “that there is sufficient evidence that
the jury ultimately might do so.” However, in light of what must
be proven under the statute, one could rely on circumstantial
evidence such as provided for in RI Rules of Evidence 901(b)(4)
“Distinctive Characteristics and the Like. Appearance, contents,
substance, internal patterns, or other distinctive characteristics,
taken in conjunction with circumstances.” This makes preservation of emails and other electronic communications critical in
identifying certain “markers” by the sender compared to other
previously sent communications such as style, use of grammar,
and selection of text, hopefully linking the sender to the communications in question.
• Obtain electronic digital copies and hard copies of any electronic/digital files including emails, websites, and text messaging that relates to the photos. If the victim has provided hard
copies, ask the victim, if possible, to note the precise time
and date of the hard copy download. If you download the
information include metadata including time and date. This is
of particular importance where the digital evidence may have
been destroyed, erased or removed from the digital source.
• Obtain all electronic digital copies of emails, text messages
and website addresses where the photos appeared.
• Obtain hard and digital copies of all communications between
the defendant and the victim.
• Print copies of the photos in PDF. Screenshots and actual
photos of the screen are also an option. As with the other
digital copies, note the precise time and date of the printout
and the source. Another option is to utilize specialized software or hire a certified digital examiner. These options can,
however, be costly.

Removal of Images from Websites
The Digital Millennial Copyright Act (DMCA) allows the
owner of copyrighted material, or his/her authorized agents,
a mechanism to require an unauthorized user of material to
remove such materials. Since the photos were “selfies” it can
be argued Alex, in essence, owned those photos. The DMCA
provides for a “Take Down Notice.” The DMCA requires, among
other provisions, that particular websites remove any unauthorized use of copyrighted material provided that the owner sends
a signed (electronic or physical signature) notice with a link to
the unauthorized posting along with a statement that the photos
were published without authorization. Since many websites are
Internet Service Providers (ISPs), they are not liable for copyright

Good Business
for Good Lawyers
	Expand Your Client Base with the
Bar’s Lawyer Referral Service!
Attorneys Harry and Jennifer
Hoopis, a father-daughter attorney
team, and both members of the
Lawyer Referral Service, enthusiastically support the program. For
over twenty years, we have both
participated in the Rhode Island Bar
Association Lawyer Referral Service.
It has been a pleasure to connect
with clients through the assistance
of the LRS staff. The reward of participation has been two-fold. First,
our client base has expanded and
positively impacted our presence
in the community. Second, we feel
great being part of the LRS which
helps people find attorneys when
they don’t know who to turn to for
legal advice and representation.

Membership in the Rhode Island Bar Association’s Lawyer Referral Service (LRS) is an excellent and inexpensive way to increase
your client base and visibility within the community while
expanding public access to legal representation. Optional special
LRS projects include: Ask A Lawyer providing live, television
studio lawyer panels in partnership with Channel 10; Senior Citizen Center Clinics throughout the year and the state; Reduced
Fee Program offered to qualifying clients; and the Arts Panel
for local artists’ legal needs all offer unique opportunities for
increasing your business while you provide an important public
service to your community.
Applications and more detailed program information and
qualifications may be found on our website ribar.com in the
Members Only section. You may also request information
by contacting Public Services Director Susan Fontaine at
401-421-7799 or email sfontaine@ribar.com.
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All Probate Matters

violations as long as they comply with the DMCA “Take Down
Notice” and they provide a mechanism to notify them of copyright violations.
Unfortunately, for many victims like Alex, removal of the
photos from the websites is a short-lived sigh of relief. Although
the photos may no longer be visible on the site, links to the
photos remain on the internet and can be found using common
search engines. To remove the active links, Alex must contact
each individual search engine and request removal.
Complicating matters for Alex is the common “whack-amole” problem. Named for the childhood arcade game where
a small animal sticks its head out of a hole and the player tries
to hit it on the head with a mallet, only to have the animal’s
head reappear in another hole – the same problem occurs on
the internet. In the case of Alex, users of a site with her photos
may download the images and share them on other revenge
type websites. Users on these sites often do this in return for site
points. The amount of points given depends on the number of
images shared. Users may “spend” their points by obtaining new
images to download. It is not uncommon for a user to create a
large collection of images to earn points in return. In addition,
many sites have a practice of marking photos with a hash mark
to protect against credit for already uploaded photos. Savvy
users will sometimes make a slight modification to photos
to avoid the hashtag. For victims like Alex, that means these
photos may continue to be shared despite the DMCA. And while
those sharing photos in this manner likely do not know the person in the images, the act of sharing continues the victimization
for the person in the photo.
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10 Weybosset Street
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Providence, RI 02903
T 401-455-3500
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56 Wells Street
Westerly, RI 02891
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Providence, RI 02903
(401) 751-5522

Mediation

www.mignanelli.com
The R.I. Supreme Court Licenses all lawyers in the general practice of law.
The court does not license or certify any lawyer as an expert or specialist in any field of practice.

Arbitrator
Investigator
Mediator
Nicholas Trott Long, Esq.
401-351-5070
nicholas@ntlong.com
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FAMILY DISPUTES
DIVORCE AND SEPARATION
DOMESTIC MATTERS
Gain a new perspective on divorce
and family disputes. Mediation is
a cost and time efficient way to
resolve domestic relations matters.
A fulfilling advantage to the personal
resolution of your dispute.

Dadriana A. Lepore, Esq.
LL.M., Alternative Dispute Resolution
Benjamin Cardozo School of Law
DLEPORE@COIALEPORE.COM

Other legal remedies
One of the biggest challenges in these cases is that no one
remedy seems to be a panacea.
While a revenge pornography criminal statute in Rhode
Island is an enormous step in the right direction, there are often
other issues for victims that remain unresolved. For example,
many victims lose their jobs. Loss of employment may lead to
anxiety and depression, as well as fear for one’s own physical
safety. While an order of protection in the District or Family
Court may offer relief to a victim, there may be jurisdictional
issues arising from the criminal nature of the act, as well as
logistical challenges to serving an offender. The issuance of a
protective order may be dependent on whether the court deems
the mere posting of the image as creating a fear of imminent
harm or whether something more is required, such as actual
communication with the victim. Regardless of how the standard
is applied by the courts, the potential inability to determine
the true identity of the sender of an electronic communication
with any degree of certainty could be problematic, making the
issuance and serving a protective order difficult. Another legal
remedy may include state privacy torts for invasion of privacy,
and copyright law may be useful in cases where the victim (like
Alex) is also the person who took the photograph or “selfie.”
But, these options assume that you are able to identify and find
the perpetrator. And like the new revenge pornography statute,
these legal options may mean that Alex, or another victim, has
to take the witness stand and share very personal and detailed
information about themselves – including identification of the
photos. Victims are often concerned about the media attention

An independent, client-centric investment
management boutique with over 80 years

that cases like these may get and the negative impact it will have
on their job prospects. Another issue for victims is the very real
concern that jurors may hold victims partly or fully accountable
for the photos ending up on the internet. The notion that these
cases would never happen if the victim did not take or share the
photo may be just the amount of victim shaming to excuse a
defendant from criminal responsibility. On the upside, the arrest
of an individual(s) using R.I. Gen. Laws § 11-64-3 sends the message to others in the online community that Rhode Island will
hold offenders accountable for criminal behavior. As this article
shares, the path to helping a client in this kind of case is not always clear or easy. For victims of unauthorized dissemination of
indecent material, R.I. Gen. Laws § 11-64-3 offers a measure of
accountability, criminal consequences, and protections to victims
if they wish to come forward.

Self-Help
Acts of revenge pornography often leave victims feeling helpless and out of control. One way your client can help themselves
is to take control of their online reputation. An online guide,
such as one found on brandyourself.com, offers free advice to
help users bury compromising material through search engine
optimization. Recommendations help users to fill Google with
positive content as a way to control what users see online and
to minimize negative content. Following the steps provided
will not only help your client to regain control of their online
reputation but will also put them in the driver’s seat to regaining
control over their lives. ◊
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EXPERIENCED, THOROUGHLY PREPARED
& SUCCESSFUL TRIAL ATTORNEY

Since 1984, I have been representing people who have been physically and emotionally
harmed due to the criminal acts or negligence of others. I have obtained numerous
million dollar plus trial verdicts and many more settlements for victims of birth injury,
cerebral palsy, medical malpractice, wrongful death, trucking and construction accidents.
Counting criminal and civil cases, I have been lead counsel in over 100 jury trial verdicts.
My 12 years of working in 3 different prosecutors’ offices (Manhattan 1982-84;
Miami 1984-88, R.I.A.G. 1988-94) has led to my enduring commitment to seek justice.
I welcome your referrals. My case load is exceptionally small.
I do and will continue to personally handle every aspect of your client’s
medical malpractice or serious personal injury case from beginning to end.

The Law Office of David Morowitz, Ltd.
Board Certified in Civil Trial Advocacy by the National Board of Trial Advocacy*
morowitzlaw.com
155 South Main St., Suite 304, Providence, RI 02903
(401) 274-5556 (401) 273-8543 fax

I am never too busy to promptly return all phone calls from clients and attorneys.
*The Rhode Island Supreme Court licenses all lawyers in the general practice of law.
The Court does not license or certify any lawyer as an expert or specialist in any particular field of practice.
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Preliminary Examination in the District Court

A Criminal Defendant’s Right to an Independent and Neutral
Determination that Probable Cause Exists to Support the Police
Officer’s Decision to Charge a Felony

John R. Grasso, Esq.
Law Office of John R. Grasso
Providence

Bianca hadn’t committed a crime, yet
for 14 months she
remained on bail,
unable to find suitable employment,
and uncertain of
her future.

Charged with two counts of carrying a pistol
without a license, Bianca remained on bail for 14
months before anyone took a second look at the
arresting police officer’s decision that probable
cause existed to support the charges. Immediately,
as a result of her arrest and felony charge, Bianca,
a CNA, lost her credentials and her job. It was
an equal amount of time before Bianca’s criminal
defense attorney was entitled to read the police
report. That is what happens in the large majority
of felonies charged in Rhode Island. And it doesn’t
happen by accident; it is intended to be that way.
But for a few exceptions, all felonies are born
in the District Court. The District Court arraigns
the accused, sets bail, and watches over the case
until it finds its way to the Superior Court either
by criminal information or indictment. The District Court has no other authority to do anything
with a felony but arraign and set and maintain
bail. Until the defendant is arraigned in the Superior Court, she has no right to conduct discovery
or take any action to free herself of the many
restraints on her freedom and other prejudices
that being charged with a crime imposes on a person. In other words, the defendant is handcuffed
to her case and left in the dark until the state
comes around with the key. In most cases, a felony
doesn’t make its way to Superior Court sooner
than eight to ten months after arrest.
It is difficult to imagine that a person arrested,
brought to court, charged with a felony, and
placed on bail has no right to the police report, no
right to know the evidence against her, and no real
way to begin to defend herself for almost, and in
some instances, more than a year after her arrest.
It is equally as difficult to imagine that the same
person – as a result of a single police officer’s
decision – may have been terminated from her
job, denied access to the Internet, suffer the many
consequences of being the subject of a no-contact
order, expelled from school, denied a professional
license, and more. As difficult as that might be
to reconcile, it is the truth. It is perpetrated by
design. And there are likely thousands of Rhode
Island defendants charged with felonies and on
bail at this very moment wandering around this
legal no-man’s land waiting for the State to get
around to doing what it does to move a felony

from District to Superior Court. These folks and
their criminal defense attorneys are almost powerless to make it happen a moment sooner.
Almost powerless. The folks who made the
rules were aware of this dangerous and unfair
predicament when they crafted Rule 5(c) of the
District Court Rules of Criminal Procedure. Rule
5(c) arms the accused with the right to a preliminary examination in the District Court. It requires
an evidentiary hearing during which the accused
has a right to confront the evidence against her
and introduce her own evidence. At the conclusion of the hearing, a District Court judge is
called on to decide whether the evidence adduced
at that hearing rises to probable cause to believe
that an offense has been committed and that the
defendant has committed it. If the State fails to
satisfy its burden, “the judge shall discharge the
defendant.”
Rule 5(c) is essential because there is no other
mechanism to test the police officer’s decision to
charge the defendant with a felony until the case
makes its way to Superior Court. There is no
other mechanism available to the defendant to
compel the state to provide her with a glimpse at
the evidence. She has no other right to the courthouse. She was arrested, arraigned, bailed, and
left to wait for the State to get around to charging
her case in the Superior Court before she can avail
herself of any of the many rights every person
accused of a crime is afforded by law.
If, after a preliminary examination in the
District Court, the judge discharges the defendant,
that discharge is without prejudice. The State
is free to bring the charge again in the Superior
Court if it can support the charge with probable cause. Until it does, however, the accused is
relieved of the enormous burden of being charged
with a felony. With the amount of time it takes the
State to do what it does to move a felony from
District to Superior Court, Rule 5(c) remains the
only procedural safeguard available to those
accused by the police of felony crimes.
When the prosecutor, defense lawyer and
judge scrutinized the evidence in the case against
Bianca, it was discovered that Bianca was residing
with her boyfriend at the time of the charge. The
police hadn’t bothered to ask Bianca if she was a
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Bar’s Government Lawyers
Committee Offering Two, Free,
1-Credit CLE Programs
The Rhode Island Bar Association’s Government Lawyers Committee is
sponsoring two, free-to-Bar-members, one-credit Committee CLE seminars
in November and December. On Thursday, November 1st, from 12:451:45 pm at Rhode Island Bar Association headquarters, 41 Sharpe Drive
in Cranston, Roger Williams University School of Law Professor Jonathan
M. Gutoff will present Administrative Law Issues in the News. Participants will receive an overview of Chevron deference to agency interpreta
tions and information regarding the latest perspectives on whether Trump’s
Supreme Court candidate could lead to overturning Chevron. This program
will also provide attendees with an understanding of the appointments
clause of the US Constitution and its significance, including whether federal administrative law judges are subject to the appointments clause.
On Thursday, December 6th, from 12:45-1:45 pm at Rhode Island Bar
Association headquarters, 41 Sharpe Drive in Cranston, Attorney Brian
J. Lamoureux of Pannone, Lopes, Devereaux & O’Gara, LLC will present
Social Media: Creating a Policy & Using it Effectively. This program will
help attendees learn about the legalities of social media use in the public
sector and understand which social media platforms are most useful for
which content. The discussion will generate ideas for using social media
strategically and effectively in your city, town, or state agency.
Space for these programs is limited. To register for either program, and
for additional information, please contact Government Lawyers Committee
Chair Jenna Giguere: jenna.giguere@dbr.ri.gov.
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resident of the household. As a resident of the household where
the police seized her firearms, Bianca had a right to possess
those firearms. Although the police charged Bianca with two
counts of carrying a pistol without a license, it was determined
that Bianca hadn’t carried the firearms anywhere. She merely
possessed those firearms at the time of her arrest. The police officer wrongly believed that she needed a license to own the two
firearms. No such license exists in Rhode Island. Bianca hadn’t
committed a crime, yet for 14 months she remained on bail, unable to find suitable employment, and uncertain of her future.
It is the criminal defense attorney’s obligation to ask for full
and fair preliminary examinations in those instances that warrant a second look at the police officer’s decision. It is the prosecutor’s obligation to establish the facts with the best evidence. It
is the court’s duty to consider reliable evidence, reject any other
kind of evidence, and make its own independent judicial determination that probable cause does or does not exist to support
the charge. After all, the weight of a felony charge is heavy. ◊

Rhode Island Women Lawyers:
Past, Present, & Future
This series was inspired by Roger Williams University School of Law’s annual Women
in Robes event, and was created in alliance with their exciting new project The First
Women, which recognizes and honors the first women of the Rhode Island bar.

The Honorable Netti C. Vogel

The decision for the Honorable Netti C. Vogel
to attend law school in 1972 was a hard one,
but her biggest challenge “was to change the
perception that women weren’t equally as serious
as men about practicing law.” Years before her
appointment to the Rhode Island Superior Court,
Justice Vogel attended New England School of
Law, where only ten percent of her graduating
class of 1975 were women. While attending law
school, Justice Vogel confronted the belief shared
by many of her classmates that men attended
law school to develop a legal career and use their
income to support their family, whereas women
were merely “dabbling” and would abandon their
career to become full-time mothers. By working
hard and committing to a career in law, her law
school class developed camaraderie and respect,
and the perception shifted from a misogynistic
view to an equitable one.
As a practicing lawyer, she continued to face
the challenge of changing the perception that
women were not equal to her male colleagues.
At Gunning & LaFazia, one of the senior partners felt that if clients discovered that a woman
was handling their cases, the clients would
perceive the firm to be losing its “machismo.”
Although her male colleagues were assigned
their own cases, she was expected to work on the

partners’ files. Justice Vogel did not let this pass.
She raised the issue with Ray LaFazia, who took
matters into his own hands, and started assigning
her cases directly.
The next hurdle for Justice Vogel to surmount
was the discrimination she experienced from
other members of the bar and members of the
judiciary. “I cannot count how many times I’ve
been called, ‘honey,’ or ‘dear.’ I would respond,
‘Excuse me, save those terms of endearment for
someone you are intimate with. I am opposing
counsel.’” She explained, “They don’t have to like
you. You need them to respect you.” She also
relied on guidance from others: “I never forgot the
advice I received to never call opposing counsel
‘Mister.’ Always call them by their first name,
because you need to put yourself on an equal
field with them and never in a position where they
are above you.”
Opposing counsel were not the only source of
discrimination in the courtroom. A judge once told
her early in her legal career, “I don’t think women
have the constitution to be litigation lawyers in
the Superior Court.” Justice Vogel tried her first
case in 1976—one year out of law school—and,
by 1977, she was the only Rhode Island female
attorney trying back-to-back cases in the private
sector. “I tried more cases before that Judge, and
he always treated me with respect. By showing I
was not meek—but by not being abrasive—that
Judge’s view changed without him even realizing
it. You have to change perception by being there,
working hard, being professional, and knowing
the law.”
Although the open hostility to women entering
the practice of law has softened since she started
her career, Justice Vogel thinks there still needs
to be a culture change. “The problem is most
men don’t think about it. They exclude because
it’s part of their culture and background. They
need their consciousness raised.” Men need to
be allies. “Treat women with the same level of
camaraderie as men. These women worked hard
to get where they are. If you don’t serve as an ally
and if you are not sensitive to inclusion, you are

Cassandra L. Feeney, Esq.
Adler, Cohen, Harvey,
Wakeman & Guekguezian,
LLP, Providence

Etie-Lee Schaub, Esq.
Providence City Solicitor’s
Office

part of the problem. It is discriminatory. You are
either inclusive or discriminatory. That’s it.”
Justice Vogel’s message for women attorneys:
“If you are a woman and excluded, say something. Also, if men are afraid to socialize with you
the way they would socialize with a younger male
attorney since the #metoo movement, they are
showing a view towards the movement that is
insulting. If there is a genuine concern, it should
be questioned. If it’s not genuine, then it’s just a
reason to discriminate and exclude. Men need
to be inclusive in hiring, in introducing young
women to clients, in firm outings, and in setting
up panels and conferences.”
When faced with inappropriate remarks and
behavior, women should be empowered to speak
out and seek advice and support from others.
For example, if a client calls you “honey,” let the
senior partner know what happened. If the culprit
is anyone besides a client, be more direct: “Don’t
tolerate it. Tell them it is demeaning. Don’t just
let things go. You need to be respected. You may
say things that make you uncomfortable, but in
the long run, it will solidify your place in your
office, with the bar, and pave the way for the next
woman attorney.”
When prompted for advice, Justice Vogel
offered these guidelines: “Work hard; have a good
mentor; be courteous; be honorable; remember
you are representing the rights of someone else
and it is not about you; this is a profession, not a
job; as a woman, assert yourself against any perceived discrimination or harassment; as a man,
be an ally, speak up, support women, don’t let
discrimination and harassment directed towards
a woman or yourself pass, and don’t rely on your
male privilege; treat everyone with respect; and
above all, have integrity.” ◊
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Casemaker Tip: Make a Note of it!
You can add notes to any document you find in Casemaker. The note
is unique to your account and cannot be seen by anyone else. When
you are viewing a document you can add a note by clicking the “Notes”
drop-down in the light gray bar and then selecting “Add Note.” A new
window will appear and you can type in what you wish. Once you
are done typing click save. The note is then stored at the top of the
document. You can use the same notes menu to determine if notes
are visible or hidden. Clicking the pencil icon on the note will allow
you to edit the note, and to delete it permanently click the “x” icon.
A free member service to all Rhode Island Bar Association attorneys,
Casemaker’s 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year, online
legal research improves lawyers’ ability to stay current with the law
and provides cost effective client service.
To access Rhode Island Casemaker, connect to the Rhode Island Bar
Association website at ribar.com.
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Mediation of Healthcare Disputes–
Underused and Unappreciated

James E. Purcell, Esq.
Arbitrator & Mediator

We have seen far too
many aggressively
litigated disputes
in the Rhode Island
healthcare arena
linger on for years
with incredible costs
and use of resources,
only to settle on the
eve of trial at levels
that are distressingly
similar to what could
have been reached
with early and effective mediation.

We know that healthcare is the fastest growing
area of the US economy at $3.3 Trillion and 18%
of GDP. It is the largest sector of the Rhode Island
economy today. As of 2018, healthcare has become
our nation’s largest employer, now employing
more than either the manufacturing or retail sectors. Consider that the number of Americans over
65 will increase from 16% of the population today
to 21% in 2050, and that population experiences
three times as many hospital days as the general
population.
The complexity and amounts of money at stake
in healthcare matters is astounding today, and will
accelerate over the next several decades. Where
there is great money and complexity, disputes
abound. We lawyers know this.
As a result, disputes will proliferate; and for
the most part, courts are the last place healthcare
participants should want to have their disputes
resolved. With some exceptions, judges and juries
simply do not have the experience, training, or information needed to understand the complexities
and nuances of healthcare disputes, and turning
over such matters to them for final resolution is
a bit of a gamble.
Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor
suggests:
“The courts of this country should not be the
places where resolution of disputes begins.
They should be the places where the disputes
end after alternative methods of resolving disputes have been considered and tried.”
We also know several other things about court
litigation. Cases take a long time to get to trial,
and even if trial proceeds to closure, there are
post-trial motions and appeals. It can seem endless, and it will most certainly be extraordinarily
expensive. Perhaps even more harmful to the
parties is that when they are in major litigation,
they are distracted from day-to-day business, and
scarce resources are used for trial preparation and
PR rather than for healthcare.
Last, healthcare is local, and particularly in
Rhode Island, all the larger players in healthcare
have ongoing business and personal relationships
with each other that are important to maintain.
Court litigation places huge stress on such
relationships, often to severe business and

interpersonal detriment.
Fully 97% of all court cases settle. Your case
will almost certainly settle at some point, sooner
or later. But all too many settle later, after hundreds of thousands of dollars have been squandered on legal fees, expert witness retainers,
deposition costs, document discovery/retention/
production, and the like. In most cases, that is all
so unnecessary.
With a mediator who is not only expert in
healthcare matters but also is trained to mediate
with sensitivity and perception, even the most bitter healthcare dispute can be resolved quickly and
far, far less expensively than through court litigation. In the best of all worlds, mediation would be
resorted to even before suit were filed. In that way,
resolution could be attained even more quickly,
less expensively, and confidentially. No top of the
ProJo fold stuff, which most clients just hate.
The aversion of litigators to mediation is
unfortunate, but it exists. Some view a willingness
to mediate as a sign of weakness. That simply is
not correct. It’s a sign of intelligence. It is in the
clients’ best interests to resolve early and inexpensively.
Nonetheless, lawyers are by nature risk-averse,
and don’t like to advise clients regarding settlement without knowing ALL the facts. Those of
us who have litigated for decades know that even
with extensive and expensive discovery, we won’t
know ALL the facts. There is always some element
of the unknown at any pretrial stage of litigation.
But what if there were a crucial fact or document that one side needed to know or see in order
to settle intelligently? How can mediation proceed
without counsel knowing that fact or seeing that
document via expensive discovery?
That can easily be handled within the context
of the mediation process itself. It may require that
the mediation take a recess in order for a specific,
limited, and expedited exchange of documents
or facts. The operative words are “limited” and
“expedited.” E.g., seven days to produce ten specifically described documents or to answer four
narrowly drafted interrogatories. This has worked
to ease the concerns of counsel and clients more
than once in my experience.
So consider that a mediated settlement almost
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always:
• Is incredibly quicker and less expensive
• Is entirely confidential
• Is less damaging of long-term business and personal relationships amongst the parties
• Does not risk res judicata or collateral estoppel impacts
(most large players in healthcare have form contracts with
multiple parties with the same language as might be at issue)
• Allows the players themselves to control the results rather
than ceding resolution to a judge or jury that is less expert
in the realm of the dispute
• Eliminates any further distraction or use of valuable resources
that is caused by such disputes.
We have seen far too many aggressively litigated disputes
in the Rhode Island healthcare arena linger on for years with
incredible costs and use of resources, only to settle on the eve
of trial at levels that are distressingly similar to what could
have been reached with early and effective mediation. This is
not a good use of scarce resources, and it is not good litigation
management.
It also has been the author’s experience that otherwise
experienced and capable counsel too often arrive at mediations
rather unprepared. Preparation is key in terms of impact on the
other side and in determining negotiation strategies. In terms of
preparation, perhaps nothing is more important than preparing
the client for what will unfold. Unprepared clients can derail
a mediation quickly. They must know that mediations are not
about winning or losing. They are about reaching resolution
that in all likelihood will leave all parties slightly disappointed,
but relieved that it’s over, that the bleeding is done, and that
they can turn fully to business matters at hand.
By the same token, good mediators often run “interference”
for lawyers with their clients. Up to the time of mediation, counsel likely have been zealously representing their clients. During
mediation, counsel might turn down the rhetoric several notches
so as to encourage settlement. The mediator can explain to the
clients that if their lawyer seems to be acting less aggressively
than before and advises settlement, they are not being abandoned. The lawyer is acting in the client’s best interests (and
rather against his/her potential financial interests) by trying to
settle the case early on.
Kristen Sloan Maccini wrote a very good article on mediation in the Jan/Feb 2017 edition of the RI Bar Journal. While it
doesn’t discuss healthcare mediation, its points about mediation
are sound and apply to healthcare mediation as well. My only
disagreement with the author is that I find it difficult to imagine
a case, healthcare or not, where mediation should not be pursued. Ms. Maccini was less opinionated on that point.
In-house counsel should be all over this. Yet, in the author’s
experience, in-house counsel seem oddly agnostic about mediation. That should change given its potential benefits. Moreover,
agreements should contain dispute resolution clauses that mandate mediation (requiring a mediator expert in healthcare issues)
before suit is filed. Whether such a clause should mandate arbitration is a more nuanced issue that deserves its own article.
Lastly, pick your mediator with care. Because in the right
hands, your matter can be resolved expeditiously, less expen
sively, confidentially, and quite fairly. And you will have represented your client ably and well. ◊

New Department Of Veterans Affairs (VA) Rules
for Needs-Based Benefits

Marc J. Soss, Esq.
Practices in Florida

The new regulations
also establish a
presumption, absent
clear and convincing
evidence to the
contrary, that asset
transfers made during the look-back
period were made
to establish pension
entitlement.

The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) pension
program, which includes the Veterans Aid & Attendance Pension Benefit and Housebound Special
Pension Benefit, was originally enacted to help
veterans in financial distress and modest annual
incomes or none at all. Eligibility for the VA pension is solely determined by the veteran’s financial
condition at the time of their application and not
intended to preserve the estates of veterans who
have the means to support themselves.
In January 2015, the VA proposed new regulations in response to a Government Accountability
Office investigation that found veterans and their
survivors being enticed into plans intended to
hide or reallocate their assets to qualify for VA
pensions. At the time the new regulations were
proposed, the VA did not penalize veterans for
asset transfers prior to filing their application or
have a formal “look-back” period. On October 18,
2018, over three (3) years after the VA originally
proposed them, the new regulations to qualify
for needs-based benefits went into effect. The
new regulations contain “net worth” limitations,
look-back periods, penalties and definitions for
those applying for benefits. The new regulations
disregard any asset transfers made prior to October 18, 2018.
Service Eligibility. Eligibility for the VA pension
program required a veteran (i) to have served on
active duty for at least ninety (90) days; (ii) at least
one (1) day of which occurred during a period designated as wartime; and (iii) there must have been
an honorable discharge. Single surviving spouses
of such veterans are also eligible for the pension
program.
Medical Eligibility. Eligibility for a veteran under age sixty-five (65) requires them to be totally
disabled. Eligibility for a veteran age sixty-five
(65) and over requires the veteran or spouse to
need regular aid and attendance benefits. This includes an inability to dress or undress; feed themselves; keep themselves clean and presentable; or
incapacity, physical or mental, which requires care
or assistance on a regular basis.
Assets and Income. Under the new regulations,
a veteran’s assets will include their financial assets
and income, including those of their spouse. In
contrast, their assets will not include the follow-

ing: (i) one primary residence, even if the veteran
resides in a nursing home, care facility or home of
a family member for health care or custodial care;
and (ii) personal effects consistent with a reasonable mode of life, appliances and family transportation vehicles. If the primary residence is sold
after the establishment of pension entitlement any
net proceeds will not count as an asset if the proceeds are utilized to purchase another residence
within the same calendar year.
Net Worth Limitations. An eligible veteran
must have a net worth equal to or less than the
prevailing maximum community spouse resource
allowance (CSRA) for Medicaid ($123,600 in 2018).
The net worth amount will increase annually at
the same percentage as Social Security. The VA will
deny or discontinue pension benefits if the veteran
net worth exceeds the net worth limit at any time.
Look-Back Period and Penalty. The new regulations establish a thirty-six (36) month look-back
period, beginning on the date on which the VA
receives either an original or new pension claim
after a period of non-entitlement, for the transfer
of assets. The regulations include a five (5) year
penalty period for assets transferred at less than
market value to qualify for a VA pension.
A transfer for less than fair market value is
defined as a sale, conveyance, gift, exchanging an
asset for an amount less than the fair market value
or an asset transfer to or for the purchase of a financial instrument or investment that reduces the
veterans net worth to qualify for pension benefits.
There are exceptions for transfers made as the
result of fraud, misrepresentation or to a trust for
a child who is not able to support themselves. The
new regulations also establish a presumption, absent clear and convincing evidence to the contrary,
that asset transfers made during the look-back period were made to establish pension entitlement.
Deductible Medical Expense. The regulations
define what the VA considers to be a deductible
medical expense for all of its needs-based benefits.
The definition includes payments for items or services that are medically necessary; that improve a
disabled individual’s functioning; or that prevent,
slow, or ease an individual’s functional decline.
This includes care by a health care provider,
medications and medical equipment, adaptive
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equipment, transportation expenses, health insurance premiums,
products to help quit smoking, and institutional forms of care.
If unreimbursed, these medical expenses may be deducted from
countable income for purposes of eligibility. In contrast, deductible medical expenses will not include assistance with IADLs or
meals and lodging in an independent living facility and cap an
in-home care attendant’s hourly rate.
Pension Payments. The new rules leave the $90 limit on VA
pension payments to a Medicaid nursing home benefit recipient
in place and provide that a beneficiary is not liable for any
pension payments in excess of the $90 per month by reason
of VA’s failure to reduce payments, unless the VA pension
beneficiary willfully conceals the overpayment from VA. ◊

RULE F
LIMITATION
ACTION?

DON’T FOUNDER
 N THESE LEGAL ROCKS!
O
WE CAN HELP

MARK A. PFEIFFER

Alternative Dispute Resolution Services
www.mapfeiffer.com
CALL US FOR MORE INFORMATION

1-800-383-MAYDAY(6293)
✓ Proctor-In-Admiralty. Licensed U.S.C.G. Master.
✓ Former partner in Manhattan maritime law firm.
✓ Admitted RI, NY, NJ, FL and many federal courts.
✓	Representing injured passengers, crew and claimants
in all maritime actions from Jones Act to barratry and
salvage to collision.
✓ Experience suing marine insurers and cruise lines.
✓ EAST AND GULF COASTS - 24-7/365

Fulweiler llc
W.B. Franklin Bakery Building
40 Mary Street, Newport, Rhode Island 02840

John K. Fulweiler, Esquire
saltwaterlaw.com

MARITIME LAWYER
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Bringing over four decades of experience as a Superior
Court judge, financial services industry regulator, senior
banking officer, private attorney, arbitrator, mediator,
receiver, and court appointed special master to facilitate
resolution of legal disputes.

ARBITRATION MEDIATION PRIVATE TRIAL
(401) 253-3430 / adr@mapfeiffer.com
86 State St., Bristol, RI 02809

A Chicago Whirlwind

American Bar Association Delegate Report
Annual Meeting 2018

Robert D. Oster, Esq.
ABA Delegate and Past Rhode
Island Bar Association President

The ABA 2018 Annual Meeting in Chicago, August
2-7, was a success by any standard. It was an existential meeting for the ABA as it has decided to
reduce dues to $70 for most members in response
to flat membership and an oversized budget.
More on that later. The meeting of the House of
Delegates was an amalgam of important legal
issues of the day, namely, immigration, border
control, and unaccompanied minors in custody of
ICE. In addition, the continuing problem of sexual
harassment and discrimination in the legal environment, and society in general, was addressed as
urgent. Gun violence was again addressed and as a
member of the Gun Violence Subcommittee of the
House of Delegates, I have been very involved in
meeting and planning proposed resolutions. The
“criminalization of poverty” through impossibleto-pay fines and costs has demanded attention and
action from the Chief Justices Conference. Additionally, access to justice and the legal system was
addressed by Edward Levi, Executive Director of
National Legal Services Corporation. He analogized that if Wrigley Field, Home of the Chicago
Cubs, were filled to capacity, currently only 14
attorneys would be able to serve the unmet legal
needs of the entire stadium crowd.
The House was addressed by Mayor Rahm
Emmanuel, who as of this writing has announced
his intention not to seek reelection. The grandson
of Romanian immigrants fleeing the Holocaust, he
spoke personally about current immigration issues.
Not coincidentally, over 50 people were shot in
Chicago the weekend we were there. While Chicago
is by any metric one of the most dangerous cities
in the United States, it is not the only one.
ABA President Hilarie Bass of Florida addressed
the House on family separation at the border with
Mexico. She visited the detention center in Harlingen, Texas and related the heart-rending story of
a 3-year-old who was brought into court without
her parents or counsel for a hearing. It is clear the
separations were carried out with outstanding casualness. The ABA has instituted training sessions
for lawyers who are volunteering their time at the
border for these families. Notably, former mayor
Angel Taveras volunteered for one such mission.
A second theme resounded throughout the
meeting—the continuing problem of the role of

women in the profession, including women of
color. Female attorneys are still being mistaken for
lower level employees and over 50 percent of
women in the profession have reported unwanted
sexual advances. In addition, the erroneous perception that women in the legal profession are more
focused on their families and not their careers still
persists. The alarming problem of women leaving
the practice of law before age 50 also has damaged
long-term careers for women in the profession.
The continuing problem of attorney wellness
was also discussed. Statistics show that 20 percent
of all lawyers are problem drinkers, and attorneys
are affected by anxiety and depression out of proportion to their numbers in society. Our thanks to
immediate past President of the Bar Linda Rekas
Sloan for highlighting this important issue during
her term.
As mentioned earlier, because of the dramatic
dues reduction by the ABA, I would encourage all
lawyers who are not members to become members
and avail themselves of one of the ABA divisions,
sections or interest groups in their practice area.
As I have stated before, the ABA, which currently
counts roughly a third of all lawyers as members,
cannot continue to be the voice of the profession
without better membership numbers and concomitantly, a program that is relevant to practices.
I am often asked why I see the ABA as a value to
my practice. As a solo/small firm practitioner, I
have been at the cutting edge of ideas and practices that have added to my law practice. I am an
active member of the Solo/Small Firm Caucus, the
Gun Violence Subcommittee, and the National
Caucus of State Bar Delegates. I have found that
the time I have devoted to these endeavors has
richly rewarded me in my practice.
I would encourage Rhode Island Bar Association attorneys to forward any comments they have
to me as your representative. It is an honor and
privilege to serve as your representative to the
ABA. ◊
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CLE Publications Order Form

Title

Choose
Book # Price Book USB Qty. Total

Business
Commercial Law 2018: Update

CL-18

$

09-13

$

Let’s Talk Communication!

18-12

$

Closing Your Practice

18-07

$

NEW! Preventing & Avoiding Wiring
Funds to a Hacker

18-02

$

Billing Clients

13-02

$

Changes to CMS Enforcement

18-10

$

NEW! Civil Law Practice in RI Superior
Court

18-04

$

NEW! Workers’ Comp. Practice in RI

18-01

$

Criminal Law Practice in RI

17-03

$

Residential Real Estate Closings in RI

17-02

$

Domestic Relations Practice

16-07

$

Basic Commercial & Real Estate Loan
Documentation

12-02

$

Civil Practice in District Court

12-01

$

The Trust Planning Playbook

18-11

$

Portability

13-05

$

NEW! RI Title Standards Handbook
(updated August, 2018)

TS-18B

$

Landlord/Tenant Handbook

16-04

$

RI Real Estate Liens: A Field Guide

14-02

$

Recent Developments in the Law 2018

RD-18

$

Immigration 101

18-08

$

Objections & The Evidence Maze

18-06

$

2017 DUI Law & Hardship Licenses

17-01

$

How to Try a DUI/Refusal Case

16-05

$

40

Family
QDRO Practice in RI from A-Z

NAME

40

Law Practice Management

FIRM or AGENCY

MAILING ADDRESS (Cannot be a P.O. Box)

35
25
50
25

Practical Skills

CITY & STATE

ZIP

PHONE

EMAIL ADDRESS

70
70
70
70
55
40

VISA

AMEX

25
35

Real Estate

Check enclosed (made payable to RIBA/CLE)
Please do not staple checks.

Discover

45
15

25

Trial Practice

Exp. Date

Card No.

Signature
Mail entire page to:

60

Probate/Elder Law

BAR ID #

MasterCard

40

CLE Publications
Rhode Island Bar Association
41 Sharpe Drive
Cranston, RI 02920

OFFICE USE ONLY

Check No.
Date Rec’d
Amount
Date Sent
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55
30
30
40
45

Civil Law Practice: The Basics

14-06

$

Auto Accident Reconstruction

13-01

$

Model Civil Jury Instructions

03-02 49.95

RI Law of Workers’ Compensation

WC-12

Publication Shipping and
Total
Handling Cost
$
Up to $45
6
$
$
45.01 - $75
9
$
$
75.01 - $100
12
$
$
100.01+
15

Please allow 2-3 weeks for
delivery. All books are sent
by FedEx Ground.

35
35

$

40

$

Books

$

Shipping/Handling

$

Sub-TotalHandling

$

7% R.I. Sales Tax

$

Total

$

RI Bar Association Continuing Legal Education Seminars
Register online at the Bar’s website ribar.com and click on CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION on the left side menu or telephone 401-421-5740.
All dates and times are subject to change.

November 7 Call Your First Witness:
Wednesday	Session 3: Direct & Cross Examination
of Clinical Psychologist Expert Witness
Rhode Island Law Center, Cranston
3:00 – 5:00 p.m., 1.5 credits + 0.5 ethics

November 27 The Truth, The Whole Truth and Nothing But
Tuesday
The Truth: The Ethical Imperative for Honesty
in Law Practice
1:00 – 2:00 p.m., 1.0 ethics
LIVE WEBCAST ONLY

November 9

December 12 Can I Collect Both? How Social Security
Wednesday	Benefits Sync with Other Benefits
Rhode Island Law Center, Cranston
12:45 – 1:45 p.m., 1.0 credit
Also available as a LIVE WEBCAST!

Friday

Startups: Successful Legal Strategies and
Experiences from Israel, the Startup Nation
Rhode Island Law Center, Cranston
1:00 – 3:00 p.m., 1.5 credits + 0.5 ethics
Also available as a LIVE WEBCAST!

November 10 The 2018 Ethy Awards
Saturday
12:00 – 2:00 p.m., 2.0 ethics
LIVE WEBCAST ONLY
November 13 Cross Examination Techniques:
Tuesday
Homicidal or Suicidal?
Rhode Island Law Center, Cranston
12:30 – 3:00 p.m., 2.0 credits + 0.5 ethics

December 13 Understanding and Getting the Most Out
Thursday
of Your Legal Malpractice Policy
Rhode Island Law Center, Cranston
12:45 – 1:45 p.m., 1.0 credit
Also available as a LIVE WEBCAST!

November 15 Great Supervision: Giving It and Getting It
Thursday
Rhode Island Law Center, Cranston
12:45 – 1:45 p.m., 0.5 credits + 0.5 ethics
Also available as a LIVE WEBCAST!
November 16 Bridge the Gap
Friday
Rhode Island Law Center, Cranston
8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.
November 17 The 2018 Ethy Awards
Saturday
10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m., 2.0 ethics
LIVE WEBCAST ONLY
November 20 The Ties That Bind: Avoiding Inappropriate
Tuesday
Entanglements in the Practice of Law
1:00 – 2:00 p.m., 1.0 ethics
LIVE WEBCAST ONLY

Times and dates subject to change.
For updated information go to ribar.com
NOTE: You must register online for live
webcasts.
RHODE ISLAND LAW CENTER LOCATION
41 Sharpe Drive in Cranston, Rhode Island
Continuing Legal Education Telephone:
401-421-5740.

Reminder: Bar members may complete CLE credits through participation in online CLE seminars. To register for an online seminar, go to the Bar’s
website: ribar.com and click on CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION on the left side menu.
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Evan Patrick Shanley
AT TORNEY AT L AW

Rhode Island Bar Foundation
Founded in 1958, the Rhode Island Bar Foundation is the non-profit
philanthropic arm of the state’s legal profession. Its mission is to
foster and maintain the honor and integrity of the legal profession
and to study, improve and facilitate the administration of justice.
The Foundation receives support from members of the Bar, other
foundations, and from honorary and memorial contributions.
Today, more than ever, the Foundation faces great challenges in
funding its good works, particularly those that help low-income and
disadvantaged people achieve justice. Given this, the Foundation
needs your support and invites you to complete and mail this form,
with your contribution to the Rhode Island Bar Foundation.

Help Our Bar Foundation Help Others
RHODE ISLAND BAR FOUNDATION GIFT
PLEASE PRINT

My enclosed gift in the amount of $
Please accept this gift in my name
or
In Memory of

Workers’ Compensation Law
Longshore Act
401-294-4700 • eshanley@rilaborlaw.com • www.rilaborlaw.com
1130 Ten Rod Road, Suite C207 • N. Kingstown, RI 02852

or
In Honor of
Your Name(s)
Address
City/ State / Zip
Phone ( in case of questions)

PELLCORP INVESTIGATIVE GROUP,LLC

Email:
Please mail this form and your contribution to:

Private Investigations

Rhode Island Bar Foundation
41 Sharpe Drive
Cranston, RI 02920
Questions? Please contact Virginia Caldwell at 421-6541
or gcaldwell@ribar.com
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Edward F. Pelletier III, CEO

(401) 965-9745
pellcorpinvestigativegroup.com

FLORIDA
LEGAL ASSISTANCE
Estate Planning
Probate Administration
Probate Litigation
Elder Law
Corporate Law
Real Estate Closings
Marc J. Soss, Esquire

(941) 928-0310
mjs@fl-estateplanning.com
www.fl-estateplanning.com

Seeking Law Related Education
Program Attorney Volunteers!
Your Bar Association supports law related education (LRE) for
Rhode Island children and adults through three, longstanding
programs: Lawyers in the Classroom and Rhode Island Law Day
for upper and middle school teachers and students, and the
Speakers Bureau for adult organizations. Responding to LRE
requests, Bar volunteers are contacted – based on their geographic location and noted areas of legal interest – to determine
their interest and availability.
If you are interested in serving as a LRE volunteer, please go to
the Bar’s website at ribar.com, click on FOR ATTORNEYS, click
on LAW RELATED EDUCATION, click on ATTORNEY ONLY LRE
APPLICATION. All Bar members interested in serving as LRE
• Condo
Lien must
Foreclosures
& Collections
volunteers, now and
in the future,
sign-up this
year, as
•
“No
fee
to
the
Association”
we are refreshing our database.

Condominium Law

• Custom Condominium Documents
Condominium
Association
Loans
Questions? Please• contact:
Kathleen M.
Bridge, Director
of
• FHA Certification

Communications or Erin Bracken, Member Services Coordinator
at: (401) 421-5740.

Law Offices of Richard Palumbo, LLC

535 Atwood Ave, Suite 4, Cranston, RI 02920
401-490-0994
rpalumbo@richardpalumbolaw.com richardpalumbolaw.com
Admitted in RI, MA and CT

BRIAN C. NEWBERRY
Appellate Law
Rhode Island

Massachusetts

Connecticut

10 Dorrance Street
Providence, RI 02903
bnewberry@donovanhatem.com
617-406-4500

Property Damage
and Insurance Law

• Denied, Delayed, Underpaid Property Loss Claims
• Fire, Water, Ice Dams, Storm Damage,
Mold, Theft, Vandalism, & Collapse Claims
• Insurance Company says “NO”… Call Palumbo!
• No Fee Unless Successful!

Law Offices of Richard Palumbo, LLC

535 Atwood Ave, Suite 4, Cranston, RI 02920
401-490-0994
rpalumbo@richardpalumbolaw.com richardpalumbolaw.com
Admitted in RI, MA and CT
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Immigration Lawyer

Joan Mathieu

Call me if your legal advice may
affect your clients’ immigration status.
Protect yourself and your client.

401-421-0911

We practice only US Immigration Law
with 18 years experience in
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IRCA. 1-9, no-match advice for US employers
Foreign Investor, business and family visas
Visas for health care professionals
Visas for artists and entertainers
Minimizing adverse immigration consequences of crimes
Deportation/removal
All areas of immigration law – referrals welcome
Member and past CFL chapter president of the
American Immigration Lawyers Association.
BU Law and MPA Harvard Graduate.
Full resume on my web site www.immigrators.com

Law offices of Joan Mathieu
248 Waterman Street, Providence, RI 02906

R.I. Zoning Handbook, 3rd Edition
by Roland F. Chase, Esq.

NEW
EDITION!

The essential guide to R.I.
(and federal) zoning law, written
in plain English and backed up by
thousands of detailed citations.
Completely updated!

From Lawyers Weekly Books
http://books.lawyersweekly.com or call Bill Cardinal at 617-218-8194

Condominium Law
•
•
•
•
•

Condo Lien Foreclosures & Collections
“No fee to the Association”
Custom Condominium Documents
Condominium Association Loans
FHA Certification

Law Offices of Richard Palumbo, LLC

535 Atwood Ave, Suite 4, Cranston, RI 02920
401-490-0994
rpalumbo@richardpalumbolaw.com richardpalumbolaw.com
Admitted in RI, MA and CT
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HONOR ROLL

Volunteers Serving Rhode Islanders’ Legal Needs
The Rhode Island Bar Association applauds the following attorneys for their outstanding pro bono service
through the Bar’s Volunteer Lawyer Program, Elderly Pro Bono Program, US Armed Forces Legal Services Project,
Foreclosure Prevention Project, Ask a Lawyer events and Legal Clinics during August 2018 and September 2018.
AUGUST 2018

SEPTEMBER 2018

Volunteer Lawyer Program

Volunteer Lawyer Program

Jodie A. Caruolo, Esq., Cumberland
Michael A. Castner, Esq., Jamestown
William J. Connell, Esq., Forestdale
James P. Creighton, Esq., Johnston
Joanne C. D’Ambra, Esq., Cranston
John W. Dineen, Esq., Providence
David F. Fox, Esq., Law Offices of David F. Fox, Esq.
David B. Hathaway, Esq., Warwick
Nicholas J. Hemond, Esq., Darrow Everett LLP
Jane F. Howlett, Esq., Bristol
Meredith F. Howlett, Esq., Law Offices of Jane Howlett
Robert E. Johnson, Esq., Hampton, CT
Phillip C. Koutsogiane, Esq., Law Offices of Phillip Koutsogiane
Keith G. Langer, Esq., Wrentham, MA
Cristine L. McBurney, Esq., McBurney Law Services
Lori J. Norris, Esq., Law Office of Lori J. Norris
John S. Petrone, Esq., Law Office of John Petrone
John L. Quigley, Jr., Esq., Law Offices of John L. Quigley, Jr., Esq.
Janne Reisch, Esq., Janne Reisch, Attorney at Law
Suzannah Skolnik-Smith, Esq., Providence
Peter F. Skwirz, Esq., Anthony DeSisto Law Associates, LLC
Scott J. Summer, Esq., LawyersCollaborative
Amy E. Veri, Esq., Providence

Tiffinay A. Antoch, Esq., Heitke Cook Antoch LLC
Neville J. Bedford, Esq., Providence
Zachary W. Berk, Esq., Saul Ewing LLP
Alberto Aponte Cardona, Esq., A.C. Law Group, LLC
Angie E. Cardona-Perez, Esq., Cardona & Perez Law Offices, LLC
Michael A. Castner, Esq., Jamestown
Sheila M. Cooley, Esq., Law Office of Sheila M. Cooley
Elizabeth A. Cuzzone, Esq., Barrington
Stefanie DiMaio-Larivee, Esq., Providence
J.A. Dixon-Acosta, Esq., Providence
Elizabeth A. Elmasian, Esq., Providence
Christine J. Engustian, Esq., Law Offices of Christine J. Engustian, Esq.
Lauri Medwin Fine, Esq., Lauri Medwin Fine, Esquire
Kristy J. Garside, Esq., The Law Office Howe & Garside, Ltd.
Deborah S. Gonzalez, Esq., Roger Williams University
Charles Greenwood, Esq., Providence
Robert H. Larder, Esq., Woonsocket
Victoria S. Lombardi, Esq., Bristol
John T. Longo, Esq., Citadel Consumer Litigation, PC
Marcela Ordonez, Esq., Law Office of Marcela Ordonez
Elizabeth Ortiz, Esq., Law Office of Elizabeth Ortiz
Sarah B. Oster, Esq., Oster Law Offices
Kimberly Ann Page, Esq., N. Kingstown
Arthur D. Parise, Esq., Warwick
Bienvenido Perez, Esq., A.C. Law Group, LLC
Louis M. Pulner, Esq., Warwick
Timothy J. Robenhymer, Esq., Warwick
Jill M. Santiago, Esq., Jill M. Santiago, Attorney at Law
Elizabeth Peterson Santilli, Esq., Cutcliffe Archetto & Santilli
John S. Simonian, Esq., Pawtucket
Suzannah Skolnik-Smith, Esq., Providence
Steven H. Surdut, Esq., Law Office of George A. Comoli
Peter C. Tashjian, Esq., Tiverton

Elderly Pro Bono Program
Brian Adae, Esq., RI Disability Law Center, Inc.
Robert J. Ameen, Esq., Law Offices of Robert J. Ameen, Esq.
Andrew M. Cagen, Esq., Providence
John Cappello, Esq., Law Office of John Cappello
Sheila M. Cooley, Esq., Law Office of Sheila M. Cooley
Sherry A. Goldin, Esq., Goldin & Associates, Inc.
William W. Harvey, Esq., Moore, Virgadamo & Lynch, Ltd.
Phillip C. Koutsogiane, Esq., Law Offices of Phillip Koutsogiane
Laura M. Krohn, Esq., Laura M. Krohn, Elder Law Attorney, Inc.
Kermin Liu, Esq., Law Office of Kermin Liu
Arthur D. Parise, Esq., Warwick
Matthew C. Reeber, Esq., Pannone, Lopes, Devereaux & O’Gara, LLC
Gregory P. Sorbello, Esq., Peter M. Iascone & Associates, LTD.

US Armed Forces Legal Services Project
Priscilla Facha DiMaio, Esq., Providence
Frank J. Manni, Esq., Johnston
Adam G. Northup, Esq., Law Office of Adam G. Northup

Elderly Pro Bono Program
Christopher M. Bijesse, Esq., Woonsocket
Karen L. Davidson, Esq., Cranston
Michael A. Devane, Esq., Devane & Devane Law Offices
Mary Cavanagh Dunn, Esq., Blish & Cavanagh LLP
Brian G. Goldstein, Esq., Law Offices of Brian G. Goldstein
Felicia A. Manni-Paquette, Esq., Azzinaro, Manni-Paquette
James T. Marasco, Esq., Law Office of James T. Marasco
Arthur D. Parise, Esq., Warwick
Jennifer M. Reynolds, Esq., The Law Office Howe & Garside, Ltd.
Steven Aaron Robinson, Esq., Robinson & Robinson
Continued on next page

For information and to join a Bar pro bono program, please contact the Bar’s Public Services Director Susan Fontaine at: sfontaine@ribar.com or
401-421-7758. For your convenience, Public Services program applications may be accessed on the Bar’s website at ribar.com and completed online.
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US Armed Forces Legal Services Project
Doris A. Lavallee, Esq., Lavallee Law Associates
Karen Silver, Esq., Silver Law Office, P.C.
The Bar also thanks the following volunteers for taking cases for the
Foreclosure Prevention Project and for participating in Legal Clinic
and Ask a Lawyer events during August and September.

Foreclosure Prevention Project
Andrew M. Cagen, Esq., Providence
Michael A. Castner, Esq., Jamestown
Phillip C. Koutsogiane, Esq., Law Offices of Phillip Koutsogiane
Doris A. Lavallee, Esq., Lavallee Law Associates
Karen Silver, Esq., Silver Law Office, P.C.

Legal Clinic
Brian D. Fogarty, Esq., Law Office of Devane, Fogarty & Ribezzo
Kermin Liu, Esq., Law Office of Kermin Liu

Ask a Lawyer
Brian D. Fogarty, Esq., Law Office of Devane, Fogarty & Ribezzo

Injured at Work?
Accepting referrals for matters of

Workers’ Compensation
Call Stephen J. Dennis Today!
1-888-634-1543 or 1-401-453-1355

Donovan Hatem LLP
is pleased to announce
Brian C. Newberry has been
selected as a member of the
National Roster of Arbitrators
for both the commercial and
construction panels for AAA

Office Space

Within Existing Law Office
Amenities Include:
• Plenty of Parking • Secretarial Station
• Receptionist
• Copier
• Conference Room • Furniture

Call Jim Goldman
401-781-4200
51 Jefferson Boulevard • Warwick, RI

Marie Theriault, Esquire, Broker/Owner
Sale of Real Estate (Buyers & Sellers)
Probate & Divorce Residential Sales
Over 25 years legal experience
View my Portfolio of Sales
& Client Reviews at

10 Dorrance Street
Providence, RI 02903
bnewberry@donovanhatem.com
617-406-4500
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www.oceanroadsrealty.com
238 Robinson Street, Ste. 4, South Kingstown, RI 02879
oceanroadsrealty@gmail.com 401-447-4148

A Gracious Opponent
John Austin Murphy, Esq.
Morneau & Murphy, Jamestown

The life of a lawyer who makes
his/her living in the courtroom
can be demanding. But sometimes,
things peripheral to the case make all the difference.
It was the late 1970s, and I had a case on the civil motion
calendar in Washington County. I represented the plaintiff,
a bank. The defendant was an occasional resident of Watch
Hill with a name known world-wide.
My motion was to attach a substantial amount of valuable furniture being stored in a Westerly warehouse. It was
to be called “ready hearing.”
The defendant was represented by a senior member of
the Bar, well-known statewide, and particularly in Washington County. I would say that I was at least twenty-five years
younger than he.
The court’s calendar was extensive, and the judge spent
the morning resolving cases other than ours. When the time
came for the mid-day break, we were the sole remaining
case. The judge instructed us to return after lunch at 2pm,
when he would hear our case.
The defendant’s attorney and I had agreed that the
court’s ruling on the pending motion to attach would
resolve the case. Neither of us would present witnesses, but
rather submit the case on affidavits, discovery materials,
and the argument of counsel.
At that time, in Washington County, particularly in the
winter, which it was, the choices for lunch were few. As we
departed the courthouse together, my opponent asked me
if I would like to join him for lunch at his home, which he
said was not too far away. I accepted the invitation, and
together we set off to his home in his car.

Publish and
Prosper in the
Rhode Island
Bar Journal

As we drove into rural Charlestown, I began wondering a bit about what I was getting myself into. This feeling
intensified, as we drove down a long driveway, and arrived
at a large home in a dramatic setting, standing alone, with
no other houses in sight.
It was a cold day, and we hustled into the house. As we
walked through a large living room, the house seemed to
me to be closed-up, quite cold, and not in use. But then we
entered the kitchen and were greeted by my opponent’s
housekeeper. Although the kitchen was quite old, and rather
dark, it was warm. We sat at the kitchen table, and ate the
delicious shepherd’s pie that the housekeeper had ready for us.
After we got back to court, we began the rather tedious
process of presenting the opposing sides of the motion to
attach. I do remember the judge commenting, as the pres
entations droned on, that there was nothing more sleepinducing than a boring civil case presented as the afternoon
sun streamed through the west-facing windows of the
Washington County Courthouse, further heating up the
already overheated old courtroom.
Perhaps, the judge had opted for a large lunch at the
Rathskeller.
I do recollect that my motion
was granted, but what I most clearly
remember about this case is the
remarkable hospitality of my most
gracious opponent, Harold B.
Soloveitzik.

The Rhode Island Bar Journal is one of the Bar Association’s best means of sharing your knowledge and experience with your colleagues. Every year, attorney authors offer information and wisdom, through scholarly articles,
commentaries, book reviews, and profiles, to over 6,500 subscribers in Rhode Island and around the United States.
In addition to sharing valuable insights, authors are recognized by readers as authorities in their field and, in
many cases, receive Continuing Legal Education (CLE) credit for their published pieces. The Bar Journal’s
Article Selection Criteria appear on page 4 of every Bar Journal and on the Bar’s website at ribar.com.
Aspiring authors and previous contributors are encouraged to contact the Rhode Island Bar Journal’s Editor
Kathleen Bridge by telephone: (401) 421-5740 or email: kbridge@ribar.com.
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RHODE ISLAND BAR ASSOCIATION’S

South Kingstown Office Park

Online Attorney
Resources (OAR)
Exclusively designed to help Bar members
receive and offer timely and direct assistance
with practice-related questions.
OAR provides new and more seasoned Bar members

with the names, contact information and Bar
admission date of volunteer attorneys who answer
questions concerning particular practice areas based
on their professional knowledge and experience.
Questions handled by OAR volunteers may range
from specific court procedures and expectations
to current and future opportunities within the
following OAR practice areas:
Administrative Law

Business Law

Civil Law

Creditors and Debtors

Criminal Law

Domestic/Family Law

Federal Court

Probate and Estates

Real Estate

Workers’ Compensation

24 Salt Pond Road - South Kingstown, RI
Condo Unit with 2,000 sq ft plus, currently an
attorneys office. Nine office spaces on 2 levels,
waiting room and more. Easy access to Rte 1
from Salt Pond Road. Plenty of parking, well
landscaped and maintained.

Marc Archambault

South Kingstown Office
235 Main Street
401.932.3715

marc@randallrealtors.com

Representing Residents
Injured in Nursing Homes

TO CHOOSE YOUR OAR OPTION:

• Bar members with questions about
a particular area of the law.

• Abuse and neglect

• Bar members willing to volunteer
as information resources.

• Pressure and
bed sores

Go to the Bar’s website at ribar.com, login to the

• Resident falls

MEMBERS ONLY, and click on the OAR link.

• Bed rail strangulation
• Dehydration and
malnutrition related
injuries

Slip & Fall - Henry Monti
18 Slip & Fall Jury Trials
Over 1,000 Slip & Fall Arbitrations
CLE Slip & Fall Lecturer

Anthony Leone

• Medication errors

Past President of the Rhode Island
Association for Justice

Gemma Law Associates, Inc.
401-467-2300
henry@gemmalaw.com
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1345 Jefferson Boulevard, Warwick, Rhode Island 02886
Tel (401) 921-6684 info@leonelawllc.com

Do You Have a Problem With Alcohol?
Alcohol has been described as “cunning, baffling, and powerful.” For many,
its use is fraught with problems that can destroy a profession, a family,
or a life.
Unlike some medical problems, there are no exact diagnostic tools
that will determine whether someone is “over the line” with their drinking.
Often those with an alcohol problem have great difficulty acknowledging it.
The following twenty questions may be helpful in determining whether
you or someone close to you may have a problem with alcohol.
1.	Have you had problems at work (lateness, missed time, errors, etc.)
due to drinking?
2.	Is your drinking making your home life unhappy?
3.	Do you drink in order to help you feel more comfortable around people?
4.	Have you spent money on alcohol that was supposed to be spent on
other things, like children’s clothes? Rent? Money owed to others?
5.	Have you been spending time with people you don’t really care for just
because of alcohol?
6.	Has your alcohol and other drug use led you to take dangerous risks?
7.	Do you get cravings for alcohol during a specific time of day?
8.	Has your drinking led you to do things you are ashamed of?
9.	Have you ever been drunk in the morning?
10.	Have you been involved in physical or serious verbal fights when
drinking?

11.	Do you ever drink in order to escape worries?
12.	Is it hard for you to imagine living your life without alcohol?
13.	Have you ever thought you should cut back on your drinking?
14.	Has anyone ever criticized your drinking?
15.	Have you ever been arrested for an alcohol-related incident?
16.	Have you ever had trouble remembering what happened as a result of
drinking?
17.	Have you ever had a health problem because of your drinking?
18.	Have you ever lied about your drinking?
19.	Have you ever lost interest in things or activities that you used to find
enjoyable?
20.	Do you feel like your life simply isn’t working out?
If your answer to any one of these questions is “yes” you may benefit from discussing your answers with Judith Hoffman or one of her colleagues at the Coastline Employee Assistance Program, a private, nonprofit assessment and referral program with which the Bar Association
has contracted. Simply call 401-732-9444 or toll-free 1-800-445-1195
and identify yourself as a Bar Association member. Any communication is
strictly confidential.
You may also contact, in complete confidence, any member of the
Lawyers Helping Lawyers Committee.

Do you or your family need help with any personal challenges?
We provide free, confidential assistance to Bar members and their families.
Confidential and free help, information, assessment and referral for personal challenges are available now for Rhode Island Bar Association mem-
bers and their families. This no-cost assistance is available through the
Bar’s contract with Coastline Employee Assistance Program (EAP) and
through the members of the Bar Association’s Lawyers Helping Lawyers
(LHL) Committee. To discuss your concerns, or those you may have about
a colleague, you may contact a LHL member, or go directly to professionals at Coastline EAP who provide confidential consultation for a wide range
of personal concerns including but not limited to: balancing work and
family, depression, anxiety, domestic violence, childcare, eldercare, grief,
career satisfaction, alcohol and substance abuse, and problem gambling.
When contacting Coastline EAP, please identify yourself as a Rhode Island
Bar Association member or family member. A Coastline EAP Consultant will
Brian Adae, Esq.
James J. Bagley, Esq.
Neville J. Bedford, Esq.
Reza Breakstone, Esq.
Candace M. Brown Casey, Esq.
Susan Leach DeBlasio, Esq.
Kathleen G. Di Muro, Esq.
Christy B. Durant, Esq.
Mackenzie C. Flynn, Esq.

(401) 831-3150
(401) 490-0220
(401) 348-6723
(617) 723-7676
(401) 453-1500
(401) 274-7200
(401) 944-3110
(401) 272-5300
(401) 274-9200

briefly discuss your concerns to determine if your situation needs imme
diate attention. If not, initial appointments are made within 24 to 48 hours
at a location convenient to you. Or, visit our website at coastlineeap.com
(company name login is “RIBAR”). Please contact Coastline EAP by telephone: 401-732-9444 or toll-free: 1-800-445-1195.
Lawyers Helping Lawyers Committee members choose this volunteer assignment because they understand the issues and want to help you find
answers and appropriate courses of action. Committee members listen
to your concerns, share their experiences, offer advice and support, and
keep all information completely confidential.
Please contact us for strictly confidential, free, peer and professional
assistance with any personal challenges.

Brian D. Fogarty, Esq.
Annette P. Jacques, Esq.
Kenneth Kando, Esq.
Stephen P. Levesque, Esq.
Nicholas Trott Long, Esq.
(Chairperson)

Joseph R. Miller, Esq.
Henry S. Monti, Esq.
Monsurat Ottun, Esq.
Susan Antonio Pacheco, Esq.

(401) 821-9945
(401) 691-2307
(401) 826-2070
(401) 490-4900
(401) 351-5070
(401) 454-5000
(401) 467-2300
(401) 680-5333
(401) 435-9111

Laura Pickering, Esq.
Charlene Pratt, Esq.
Janne Reisch, Esq.
Denneese C. Seale, Esq.
Adrienne G. Southgate, Esq.
Elizabeth Stone, Esq.
Dana N. Weiner, Esq.
Judith G. Hoffman,
LICSW, CEAP, Coastline EAP

(401) 921-4443
(401) 222-3943
(401) 601-5272
(401) 636-2106
(401) 301-7823
(401) 327-4456
(401) 331-6300
732-9444
or 800-445-1195

Lawyers Helping Lawyers Committee Members Protect Your Privacy
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Rhode Island
Probate Court Listing
and Judicial Communications
Survey on Bar’s Website
The Rhode Island Bar Association regularly updates the Rhode
Island Probate Court Listing to ensure posted information is correct. The Probate Court Listing is available on the Bar’s website

at ribar.com by clicking on FOR ATTORNEYS on the home page
menu and then clicking on PROBATE COURT INFORMATION on
the dropdown menu. The Listing is provided in a downloadable
PDF format. Bar members may also increase the type size of the
words on the listing by using the percentage feature at the top
of the page. The Bar Association also posts a chart summarizing the preferences of Superior Court justices relating to direct
communications from attorneys, and between attorneys and the
justices’ clerks which is updated yearly. The chart is available
by clicking MEMBERS ONLY on the home page menu and then
clicking JUDICIAL COMMUNICATIONS.
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Richard S.

Humphrey

2018 Aon-Sponsored
Free Ethics Program Focused
on Lawyer Wellness

law offices

Richard S. Humphrey
Christina Dzierzek
Allyson M. Quay
DUI / Refusal
DUI / Serious Bodily Injury

Admiralty
Personal Injury

DUI / Death Resulting
Social Host Liability

Construction
Municipal

401-624-6152 (OFFICE) 401-641-9187 (CELL)
richardhumphreylaw.com
3852 Main Road, Tiverton, RI 02878

SOLACE, an acronym for Support of

At this year’s Aon-sponsored, free ethics program, “Stress, Anxiety, and
Depression in the Legal Profession,” our speaker was Dan Lukasik, who
had a nearly thirty-year career as a litigator and managing partner of his
firm before becoming the Director of Workplace Well-Being for the Mental Health Association in Buffalo, New York. His presentation educated
fellow lawyers to recognize stress, anxiety, and depression in their own
and colleagues’ lives, and also addressed some of the changes in the
legal profession to help explain why these problems have reached such
epidemic proportions.

SOLACE
...................................
Helping Bar Members
in Times of Need

Lawyers, All Concern Encouraged,
is a new Rhode Island Bar Association
program allowing Bar members to reach
out, in a meaningful and compassionate way, to their colleagues. SOLACE
communications are through voluntary participation in an emailbased network through which Bar members may ask for help, or
volunteer to assist others, with medical or other matters.
Issues addressed through SOLACE may range from a need for
information about, and assistance with, major medical problems,
to recovery from an office fire and from the need for temporary
professional space, to help for an out-of-state family member.
The program is quite simple, but the effects are significant.
Bar members notify the Bar Association when they need help,
or learn of another Bar member with a need, or if they have
something to share or donate. Requests for, or offers of, help are
screened and then directed through the SOLACE volunteer email

network where members may then
respond. On a related note, members
using SOLACE may request, and be
assured of, anonymity for any requests
for, or offers of, help.
To sign-up for SOLACE, please go
to the Bar’s website at ribar.com, login to the Members Only
section, scroll down the menu, click on the SOLACE Program
Sign-Up, and follow the prompts. Signing up includes your
name and email address on the Bar’s SOLACE network. As our
network grows, there will be increased opportunities to help
and be helped by your colleagues. And, the SOLACE email list
also keeps you informed of what Rhode Island Bar Association members are doing for each other in times of need. These
communications provide a reminder that if you have a need,
help is only an email away. If you need help, or know another
Bar member who does, please contact Executive Director Helen
McDonald at hmcdonald@ribar.com or 401.421.5740.
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Thanks to Our CLE Speakers
The success of the Rhode Island Bar Association’s
Continuing Legal Education (CLE) programming
relies on dedicated Bar members who volunteer
hundreds of hours to prepare and present seminars every year. Their generous efforts and willingness to share their experience and expertise helps
to make CLE programming relevant and practical for our Bar members.
We recognize the professionalism and dedication of all CLE speakers
and thank them for their contributions.

Updating
Your Attorney
Directory Photo
Is a Snap!

The next time you are
visiting the Rhode Island
Law Center for a Con
tin
uing Legal Education

program or committee meeting, be sure to ask about how easy it

Below is a list of the Bar members who have participated in CLE
seminars during the months of September and October.

is to update your online attorney directory photograph. All you

Veronica Assalone, Esq.

Christopher M. Lefebvre, Esq.

Center, and a staff member will snap your photo, upload it to the

Assalone & Associates, LLC

Pawtucket Legal Clinic

directory, and, if you’d like, email you a copy for your own per-

Carolyn R. Barone, Esq.

Victoria D. Lombardi, Esq.

sonal use. The directory is available for the convenience of Bar

Kirshenbaum Law Associates

Assalone & Associates, LLC

members, clients, and potential clients, so be sure to keep your

John P. Barylick, Esq.

Barbara L. Margolis, Esq.

Of Counsel, FoleyCerilli, PC

Deputy Disciplinary Counsel
Office of Disciplinary Counsel

include the Bar member’s name, photograph, law office name,

Bazar & Associates, P.C.

Hon. John E. McCann, III

number. If you would rather send us your own photo, you may do

Nicole J. Benjamin, Esq.

Associate Justice
RI Family Court

so by emailing it to Erin Bracken at ebracken@ribar.com. Photo

David N. Bazar, Esq.

Adler Pollock & Sheehan, PC

Leon C. Boghossian, III, Esq.
Hinckley Allen

Steven J. Boyajian, Esq.
Robinson & Cole, LLP

John A. Comery, Esq.
CATIC

Karen G. DelPonte, Esq.
Cameron & Mittleman, LLP

Thomas M. Dickinson, Esq.
Law Office of Thomas M. Dickinson

Hon. Feidlim E. Gil
Associate Justice
Rhode Island Family Court

Patrick A. Guida, Esq.
Duffy & Sweeney, Ltd.

Thomas S. Hemmendinger, Esq.

need to do is step into the lawyers’ lounge, located at the Law

listing up to date! Attorney Directory contact information may
postal address, email address, telephone number, and facsimile

graphs must be provided in a jpg format of at least 300 dpi.

Hannah M. Mowry, Esq.
Heald & LeBoeuf, Ltd.

Cristine L. McBurney, Esq.
McBurney Law Services

Christopher J. Montalbano, Esq.
Pilgrim Title Insurance Co.

Stephen M. Prignano, Esq.
McIntyre Tate, LLP

Thomas C. Plunkett, Esq.
Kiernan, Plunkett & Redihan

Robert A. Ragosta, Esq.
Robert A. Ragosta, Ltd.

Lynn E. Riley, Esq.
Cameron & Mittleman, LLP

JOSEPH A. KEOUGH

Elizabeth W. Segovis, Esq.

Retired Magistrate Judge/
Rhode Island Superior Court

Rhode Island Legal Services, Inc.

Brennan, Recupero, Cascione,
Scungio & McAllister, LLP

Is Now Available For

Jane F. Howlett, Esq.

Mediation & Arbitration
Services

Law Office of Jane F. Howlett

Certified by the Florida Supreme Court

Roger N. LeBoeuf, Esq.
Heald & LeBoeuf, Ltd.
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41 Mendon Avenue
Pawtucket, RI 02861

Torts & Business Disputes

(401) 724-3600
jakemast235@aol.com

Alternate Dispute Resolution

RHODE ISLAND BAR ASSOCIATION’S

Online Attorney
Resources (OAR)

New Membership Benefit:
Virtual Consulting Service
Your Bar Association is pleased to announce a new and valuable

Exclusively designed to help Bar members
receive and offer timely and direct assistance
with practice-related questions.

member benefit! We have partnered with Red Cave Law Firm
Consulting to provide our members with virtual consulting
services (telephone/video/email/chat) free of charge. Red Cave
Law Firm Consulting is a business management consulting

OAR provides new and more seasoned Bar members

service developed specifically for legal professionals. With over

with the names, contact information and Bar

a decade of experience, Red Cave offers practical advice to

admission date of volunteer attorneys who answer

improve your firm’s marketing, accounting, and technology

questions concerning particular practice areas based

solutions, as well as consistent support and accountability as

on their professional knowledge and experience.
Questions handled by OAR volunteers may range
from specific court procedures and expectations
to current and future opportunities within the
following OAR practice areas:

you push towards your goals.
The experienced consultants at Red Cave Law Firm Consulting
offer their clients real solutions that address their specific
needs. Whether you need help with billing, client relations, data
management, financial management, marketing, office technol-

Administrative Law

Business Law

ogy, time management, disaster prevention & recovery, or any

Civil Law

Creditors and Debtors

other area related to managing your practice, Red Cave Law

Criminal Law

Domestic/Family Law

Firm Consulting will provide Rhode Island Bar Association

Federal Court

Probate and Estates

members with unlimited virtual consulting services. Should

Real Estate

Workers’ Compensation

you decide you desire in-person consulting services, a standard
rate will apply according to law firm size.

TO CHOOSE YOUR OAR OPTION:

• Bar members with questions about
a particular area of the law.
• Bar members willing to volunteer
as information resources.
Go to the Bar’s website at ribar.com, login to the
MEMBERS ONLY, and click on the OAR link.

To get started, visit ribar.com, click Members Only, and Law

Practice Management. You will need to login with your bar ID
and password.
Don’t forget to check our Law Practice Management page
regularly for tips and tricks from Red Cave Consulting!

Lawyers on the Move
Nicholas A. Denice, Esq. is now an associate at Hinckley Allen,
100 Westminster Street, Suite 1500, Providence, RI 02903.
401-457-5434 ndenice@hinckleyallen.com hinckleyallen.com

Amanda A. Garganese, Esq. is now an associate at Hinckley Allen,
00 Westminster Street, Suite 1500, Providence, RI 02903.
401-457-5398 agarganese@hinckleyallen.com hinckleyallen.com

Alexander L. Friedman, Esq. is now an associate at Leone Law LLC,
1345 Jefferson Boulevard, Warwick, RI 02886.
401-921-6684 afriedman@leonelawllc.com leonelawllc.com

Joseph M. Proietta, Esq., of the Law Office of Joseph M. Proietta, Esq.,
has moved his office from 155 South Main Street, Suite 101 to 155 South Main
Street, Suite 302.
401-353-3752 joe@401elderlaw.com 401elderlaw.com
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Caption This!
Contest

Advertiser Index
Ajootian, Charles –
1031 Exchange Services . . . . . . . . . . . 24
Alliant Title and Escrow – Florida . . . . . . . 24

We will post a cartoon
in each issue of the
Rhode Island Bar Journal,
and you, the reader, can
create the punchline.

Arbitrator – Nicholas Trott Long . . . . . . . . . 8
Balsofiore & Company, Ltd. – Forensic
Accounting, Litigation Support . . . . . . . 32
Barrett Valuation Services, Inc. . . . . . . . . . 18
Briden, James – Immigration Law  . . . . . . 16
CMCRI  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
Coia & Lepore, Ltd. – John Cascione . . . . . 9
Coia & Lepore, Ltd. – Mediation . . . . . . . . . 8

How It Works: Readers are asked to consider what’s happening in the
cartoon above and submit clever, original captions. Editorial Board staff will
review entries, and will post their top choices in the following issue of the
Journal, along with a new cartoon to be captioned.

Winning caption for
September/October

By submitting a caption for consideration in the contest, the author grants the Rhode
Island Bar Association the non-exclusive and perpetual right to license the caption to
others and to publish the caption in its Journal, whether print or digital.

Fulweiler LLC –
Marine-Related Legal Services . . . . . . 18
Humphrey, Richard – Law Offices  . . . . . . 31
LawPay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35
Leone Law, LLC – Anthony R. Leone II  . . . 28

““I’ve got justice for you in my right
hand, but I’m going to need that
invoice paid before it can be yours.””
JAMES J. BAGLEY, ESQ.

In Memoriam
James Cardono, Esq.
James Cardono passed away on August 31, 2018.
Joshua M. Gold, Esq.
Joshua M. Gold passed away on July 3, 2018. Joshua
was a resident of Rhode Island at the time of his passing. He was general counsel and in-house counsel for a
management consulting firm and was a real estate lawyer
in Miami Beach, FL. Joshua was a graduate of Moses
Brown, McGill University in Montreal, Canada, and NY Law
in Manhattan, NY.
Lee J. Golini, Esq.
Lee J. Golini, 38, passed away on September 3rd, 2018.
He was the son of Kathleen (Alves) Golini and Dr. William
J. Golini. A lifelong Rhode Island resident, Lee attended
the Wheeler School before enrolling at Brown University,
where he graduated in 2003 with a Bachelor of Arts. Lee
then went on to secure graduate degrees in both business
administration and law from Washington University in St.
Louis before opening up his law practice in the Jamestown area. Lee is predeceased by his brother and best
friend, Christopher, grandparents Joseph and Della (Landi)
Golini, Manuel Steve and Palmera (Massa) Alves. Besides
his parents, Lee is survived by his aunt Rosemary Golini,
great-aunt Maryann Landi and his godparents, Marybeth
Fletcher and Ted Faraone. He is also survived by his
girlfriend Leah McCue.
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Donovan Hatem LLP – Newberry AAA . . . . 26
Enright Law LLC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12

How to Enter: Submit the caption you think best fits the scene depicted in
the cartoon above by sending an email to kbridge@ribar.com with “Caption
Contest for November/December” in the subject line.
Deadline for entry: Contest entries must be submitted by December 1st,
2018.

Dennis, Stephen – Workers’ Compensation 26

Marasco & Nesselbush . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Marcus, Errico, Emmer & Brooks, P.C.  . . . 18
Mathieu, Joan – Immigration Lawyer . . . . 24
Mediation & Arbitration – Joseph Keough . 32
Mignanelli & Associates, LTD. –
Estate Litigation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Morowitz, David – Law Firm  . . . . . . . . . . 10
Napatree Capital LLC/Wealth Advisors  . . . . 9

Claude F. LeFebvre, Esq.
Claude F. Lefebvre died on August 15, 2018 in Fort Pierce,
Florida. Born in 1934 in Central Falls, he resided most
of his life in Pawtucket then in Seekonk, Massachusetts
before retiring to Port Saint Lucie, Florida. Claude was a
graduate of Sacred Heart Academy, Providence College,
and Suffolk University Law School. Claude was a member
of the Rhode Island Bar Association and practiced law
for well over 50 years. He was past president of the
Pawtucket Bar Association and served a term as an assistant city solicitor for the City of Pawtucket. He was one
of the pioneers of legal advertising in Rhode Island when
he opened one of the first private legal clinics in the City
of Pawtucket which advertised low cost and affordable
legal services. As past president of the Le Foyer Club of
Pawtucket, Claude maintained an active connection within
the local Canadian-French community. He is survived by
his loving wife of 55 years, Judith A. Lefebvre, his two
sons, attorney Christopher M. Lefebvre and attorney Marc
D. Lefebvre, along with their respective wives Elizabeth
A. Macek-Lefebvre of North Attleboro, MA and Patricia
Lohrer-Lefebvre of Mamaroneck, New York. Claude also
leaves behind his sister Renee Liard of Montreal, Quebec
Canada as well as his four grandsons, Owen, Myles, Jesse
and Riley.

Newberry, Brian – Law Firm  . . . . . . . . . . 23
Office Condo for Sale  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
Office Space – Goldman  . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
Palumbo, Richard – Condominium Law . . 24
Palumbo, Richard –
Property Damage & Insurance . . . . . . . 23
PellCorp Investigative Group, LLC . . . . . . . 22
Pfieffer, Mark –
Alternate Dispute Resolution . . . . . . . . 18
Piccerelli, Gilstein & Co. –
Business Valuation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Purcell, Jim – ADR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
Real Estate Analysis – Marie Theriault  . . . 26
Restivo Monacelli LLP –
Business Valuation Services . . . . . . . . 30
Revens, Revens & St. Pierre –
Workers’ Compensation . . . . . . . . . . . 14
SecureFuture Tech Solutions  . . . . . . . . . . 23
Slip & Fall – Henry S. Monti . . . . . . . . . . . 28
Soss, Marc –
Florida Estates/Probate/Documents . . . 23
Workers’ Compensation – Gursky Wiens  . 22
Vehicle Value Appraisals – Green Hill . . . . 12
Zoning Handbook, 3rd Edition –
Roland Chase  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
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During Cold & Flu Season

Prevent
the Spread!

